Chicago/Midwest Emmy Award Winners 1989 to 1991

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 1a
Category Name: Investigative Reporting
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: Protection Money
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4
Winning Entrant Names: Paul Hogan, Reporter; Katy Smyser, Producer; Doug Longhini, Producer; Marsha Bartel, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 1b
Category Name: Spot Coverage
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: Laurie Dann Rampage
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: The Channel 5 News Team

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 1c
Category Name: Feature Stories or Mini Series
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: The Illinois Vietnam Veterans Memorial
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Bill Kurtis, Reporter; Sharon Barrett, Producer; Robert Harris, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 2a
Category Name: Planned Coverage of a Single Event
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Seven Days That Shook Chicago
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Bill Kurtis, Host; Walter Jacobson, Host; Gary Weitman, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 2b
Category Name: Investigative Report
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Under The Knife
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4
Winning Entrant Names: Pam Zekman, Reporter; Sandy Bergo, Producer; Andy Segal, Producer; Laura Washington, Producer
Chicago Emmy Year: 1989  
Category Number: 3a  
Category Name: Documentary of Current Significance  
Winning Station: WBBM-TV  
Winning Entry: Getting Out...Staying Out  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2  
Winning Entrant Names: Bill Kurtis, Producer; Molly Bedell, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989  
Category Number: 3b  
Category Name: Documentary of Cultural Significance  
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV  
Winning Entry: Grief's Children  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3  
Winning Entrant Names: Carol Marin, Producer; Don Moseley, Producer; Wendy Frame, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989  
Category Number: 4a  
Category Name: Public Affairs Series  
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV  
Winning Entry: Race Relations Project  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 10  
Winning Entrant Names: Ron Magers, Host; Warner Saunders, Host; Deloris MeBain, Producer; David Finney, Producer; Carol Cooling, Producer; Britta Fayette, Producer; Chuck Smith, Producer; Deborah Lee Jones, Producer; Lydia Talbot, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989  
Category Number: 4b  
Category Name: Single Public Affairs Program  
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV  
Winning Entry: Harold  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4  
Winning Entrant Names: Carol Marin, Host; Bruce Rheins, Producer; Don Moseley, Producer; Ron Magers, Host

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989  
Category Number: 4c  
Category Name: Conversation Program Series  
Winning Station: WCFC-TV  
Winning Entry: Among Friends  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4  
Winning Entrant Names: Jerry Rose, Host; Eric Aucoin, Producer; Nancy Kurrack, Producer; Tara Duncan, Producer
Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 4d
Category Name: Magazine Program Series
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Wild Chicago
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Ben Hollis, Producer/Host; John Davies, Producer;

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 5a
Category Name: Children Programming Series
Winning Station: WFLD
Winning Entry: Over 17 Not Admitted
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 6
Winning Entrant Names: John Roach, Producer; Brad Rubin, Actor; Becky Legrand, Actor; Andreas Kokkino, Actor; MiJin Hong, Actor; Tony Russell, Actor

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 5b
Category Name: Children's Programming Single Program
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Dolphins Of The 7 Seas
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Elayne Goldstein, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 6
Category Name: Special Event Program
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: 1989 Golden Apple Awards For Excellence In Teaching
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Shelley Spencer, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 7a
Category Name: Entertainment Program Single Program
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Schaefer's Place: The First Anniversary Show
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Mark Schaefer, Reporter/Producer
Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 7b
Category Name: Entertainment Program Series
Winning Station: WCFC-TV
Winning Entry: Solid Rock Video
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Brian Roland, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 8a
Category Name: Live or Unedited Coverage of Sporting Events, Single Programs or Series
Winning Station: WFLD-TV
Winning Entry: Fox 32 Sports: Chicago Bulls Basketball
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Jim Angio, Producer; Ken Kolb, Producer; Randy Ingram, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 8a
Category Name: Live or Unedited Coverage of Sporting Events, Single Programs or Series
Winning Station: WGN-TV
Winning Entry: Cubs Baseball
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Arne Harris, Producer/Director

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 8b
Category Name: Series Covering Sports Events
Winning Station: WFLD-TV
Winning Entry: Sports Desk
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Bruce Wolf, Host; Bob Vorwald, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 8c
Category Name: Single Program Covering Sports or Based on a Sports Theme
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Jordan & Company
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Jeannie Morris, Host/Producer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Number</th>
<th>Category Name</th>
<th>Winning Station</th>
<th>Winning Entry</th>
<th>Winning Number of Entrant Names</th>
<th>Winning Entrant Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>WBBM-TV</td>
<td>Perspective</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Walter Jacobson, Commentator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Number</th>
<th>Category Name</th>
<th>Winning Station</th>
<th>Winning Entry</th>
<th>Winning Number of Entrant Names</th>
<th>Winning Entrant Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10a</td>
<td>Performers Who Appear On Camera</td>
<td>WBBM-TV</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jim Avila, Reporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WFLD-TV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jack Conaty, Reporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WLS-TV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>John Drury, Reporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WBBM-TV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lester Holt, Reporter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear On Camera
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry:
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Paul Hogan, Reporter

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear On Camera
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry:
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Mike Kirsch, Reporter

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear On Camera
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Short Cuts--Telling Stories
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Jim May, Performer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear On Camera
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: Moment of Rage
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Denis O' Hare, Actor

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear On Camera
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry:
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Bob Sirott, Reporter
Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear On Camera
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry:
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Sharon Wright, Consumer Reporter

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry:
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Dave Adkins, Camera

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Destroying Chicago
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Thad Bembenista, Editor

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry:
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Randall K. Blakey, Camera

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: The Whole World's Watching: 20 Years Later
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Bonne Burns, Videotape Editor
Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: Crime Of Innocence
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Robert Canman, Lighting

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: A Twentieth Century Medicine Man
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: John Carbo, Videotape Editor

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN-TV
Winning Entry:
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Craig Constantine, Writer/Director

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: Moment of Rage
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Judy Felber, Videotape Editor

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: Playwrights Festival
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Jack Hakman, Production Designer
Chicago Emmy Year: 1989  
Category Number: 10b  
Category Name: Non-Performing  
Winning Station: WBBM-TV  
Winning Entry:  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1  
Winning Entrant Names: Robert Harris, Writer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989  
Category Number: 10b  
Category Name: Non-Performing  
Winning Station: WTTW  
Winning Entry: Illinois Arts Alliance  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1  
Winning Entrant Names: Lori Horn, Graphic Designer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989  
Category Number: 10b  
Category Name: Non-Performing  
Winning Station: WBBM-TV  
Winning Entry: The New Explorers  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1  
Winning Entrant Names: Joe Klimovitz, Camera

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989  
Category Number: 10b  
Category Name: Non-Performing  
Winning Station: WBBM-TV  
Winning Entry:  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1  
Winning Entrant Names: Michael Klingele, Camera

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989  
Category Number: 10b  
Category Name: Non-Performing  
Winning Station: WTTW  
Winning Entry: The Illinois Young Performers Competition  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1  
Winning Entrant Names: Mike Lorentz, Director
Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WFLD-TV
Winning Entry:
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Michael Majewski, Camera

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry:
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Jim Mancini, Sound Mixer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: Crime Of Innocence
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Roger Lee Miller, Director

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry:
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Paul Nagaro, Camera

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Jonestown: Reliving The Nightmare
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Ann Nykanen, Writer
Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Vietnam---A Chicagoan Goes Home
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Tom Siegel, Audio

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: 
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Paul Thornton, Videotape Editor

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WFLD-TV
Winning Entry: 
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Chris Willadsen, Camera

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10c
Category Name: Independent Producers
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Ruth Page: Once Upon A Dancer
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Thea Flaum, Producer; Loretta Petersohn, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10c
Category Name: Independent Producers
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Fired Up…Public Housing Is My Home
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Jim Martin, Producer/Director
Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10c
Category Name: Independent Producers
Winning Station: Group W Cable Of Chicago
Winning Entry: Sida
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Hector Perez, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10c
Category Name: Independent Producers
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Making The News Fit
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Beth Sanders, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10c
Category Name: Independent Producers
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Impressions of Harold
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Bill Stamets, Producer

Chicago Emmy Year: 1989
Category Number: 10c
Category Name: Independent Producers
Winning Station: WCFC-TV
Winning Entry: Thru The Cracks
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Alphonzo J. Wesson, III, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 1a
Category Name: Investigative Reporting
Winning Station: WCCO
Winning Entry: Deadly Injustice
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Steve Eckert, Reporter; Mary Field, Producer
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 1a
Category Name: Investigative Reporting
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Dead Giveaway
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Steve Sanders, Reporter

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 1b
Category Name: Spot Coverage
Winning Station: WBBM
Winning Entry: The Crash of Flight #232
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Channel 2 News Team

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 1b
Category Name: Spot Coverage
Winning Station: WMAQ
Winning Entry: Crash of United Flight 232
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Channel 5 News Team

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 1c
Category Name: Feature Series or Mini Series
Winning Station: WCCO
Winning Entry: In The Rain Forest
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4
Winning Entrant Names: Pat Weiland, Producer; Colleen Needles, Producer/Reporter; Gary Feblowitz, Photographer; Nancy SooHoo, Photographer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 2a
Category Name: Planned Coverage of a Single Event
Winning Station: KSTP-TV
Winning Entry: Bering Bridge
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Jason Davis, Reporter; Phil Thiesse, Photographer; Ian Logan, Photographer
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 2a
Category Name: Planned Coverage of a Single Event
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Earth Day '90
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Frank Whittaker, Producer; Bill Kurtis, Reporter

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 2b
Category Name: Investigative Reporting
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Crisis at 26th & CAL
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Mike Parker, Reporter-Writer; John McCarthy, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 3a
Category Name: Documentary of Current Significance
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Messenger To Poland
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Fred Flaxman, Executive Producer; Slawomir Grunberg, Producer; Marian Marzynski, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 3b
Category Name: Documentary of Cultural Significance
Winning Station: WMAQ
Winning Entry: An African American Homecoming
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Renee Ferguson, Producer; Anna Vasser, Producer; David Gay, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 4a
Category Name: Public Affairs Series
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: The New Explorers
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Linda Connally, Producer; Bill Kurtis, Reporter
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 4b
Category Name: Public Affairs Program
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: See America First: The Abe Stolar Story
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Rich Samuels, Host; Anna Vasser, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 4c
Category Name: Conversation Program Series
Winning Station: WTMJ-TV
Winning Entry: Sunday Night - William Bennett
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Mike Gousha, Host; Mary Alice Tierney, Executive Producer; Fran Davis, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 4d
Category Name: Magazine Program Series
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Wild Chicago
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Ben Hollis, Producer/Host

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 5a
Category Name: Children Programming Series
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Word Pictures
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Michael Hirsh, Producer; Elizabeth Spray

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 5b
Category Name: Children Programming Single Program
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: The Odd Potato
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 5
Winning Entrant Names: Mindy Soble, Producer; Allen Secher, Producer; Temmy Gilbert, Producer; Allen Hall, Coordinating Producer; Eileen Bluestone Sherman, Co-Producer
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990  
Category Number: 6  
Category Name: Special Event Program  
Winning Station: WTTW  
Winning Entry: The Golden Apple Awards For Excellence In Teaching  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1  
Winning Entrant Names: Jamie Ceaser, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990  
Category Number: 7a  
Category Name: Single Entertainment Program  
Winning Station: KTCA/KTCI  
Winning Entry: The Miserables: A Finnish Confession  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 5  
Winning Entrant Names: Markus Kajo, Host and Script; Tom Adair, KTCA Producer/Videographer; James Steinbach, Executive Producer; Hannu Lumivuori, Director; Robert Perkerwicz, Editor

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990  
Category Number: 7a  
Category Name: Single Entertainment Program  
Winning Station: KTCA  
Winning Entry: The Screenplay Project: Four Shorts  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 5  
Winning Entrant Names: Barbara Wiener, Producer; Catherine Allan, Executive Producer; Emily Goldberg, Director; Carl Jacobs, Director; Barbara Wiener, Director

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990  
Category Number: 7a  
Category Name: Single Entertainment Program  
Winning Station: WTTW  
Winning Entry: 1990 Illinois Young Performers Competition  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2  
Winning Entrant Names: Shari Lewis, Host; Fawn Ring, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990  
Category Number: 7b  
Category Name: Entertainment Program Series  
Winning Station: WFLD  
Winning Entry: The Koz Zone at Night  
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1  
Winning Entrant Names: Rich Koz, Host/Producer
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 8a
Category Name: Coverage of Sporting Events, Single Programs or Series
Winning Station: WGN-TV
Winning Entry: Baseball on WGN Television: The Cubs and White Sox
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4
Winning Entrant Names: Arne Harris, Producer/Director Chicago Cubs; Skip Ellison, Producer/Director, Chicago White Sox; Bill Borson, Coordinating Producer WGN Baseball; Jim Zerwekh, Executive Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 8b
Category Name: Series Covering Sports Events
Winning Station: Sports Channel Chicago
Winning Entry: Bulls Beat
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Timothy J. Sutton, Producer; Steve Corman, Executive Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 8c
Category Name: Single Program Covering Sports or Based on a Sports Theme
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: 70 Years and Counting
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Burton Jablin, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 9
Category Name: Commentary
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Perspectives
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Walter Jacobson, Commentator

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Crooks, Characters, and Capers
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: John Drummond, Reporter
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WFLD-TV
Winning Entry: Jail Monitoring, Volunteer Park, Pregnancy Vest
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Kris Long

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: 1990 Illinois Young Performers Competition
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Shari Lewis, Host

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Word Pictures Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Mark W. Lewis

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WGN-TV
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Rick Rosenthal, Anchor/Reporter

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: Sirott Tonight
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Bob Sirott
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Number</th>
<th>Category Name</th>
<th>Winning Station</th>
<th>Winning Entry</th>
<th>Winning Number of Entrant Names</th>
<th>Winning Entrant Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10a</td>
<td>Performers Who Appear on Camera</td>
<td>WBBM-TV</td>
<td>Schaefer's Place Composite</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mark Schaefer, Reporter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10a</td>
<td>Performers Who Appear on Camera</td>
<td>KTCA</td>
<td>Talking Pictures</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Jim Stowell, Performer; John Hanson, Producer/Director; Jeff Weihe, Television Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10b</td>
<td>Non-Performing</td>
<td>WBBM-TV</td>
<td>Editing Composite</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Thad Bembenista, Editor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10b</td>
<td>Non-Performing</td>
<td>WBBM-TV</td>
<td>Harold's Journey/All Night Party</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Richard Bernal, Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10b</td>
<td>Non-Performing</td>
<td>WMAQ-TV</td>
<td>South Africa: The People, The Politics, The Promise</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Christopher Blackman, Writer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: A Season of Farming
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Steve Boettcher

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTMJ-TV
Winning Entry: Crisis: Planet Earth
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Carolyn Broquet, Editor

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Composite Promotional Spots
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Nancy Burns, Editor

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN-TV
Winning Entry: Andy Griffith/Instant Reply/Sox on 9
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Craig Constantine, Writer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN-TV
Winning Entry: Don DeMartini Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Don DeMartini, Editor
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Promotion Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Thomas S. Hebel, Writer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW-TV
Winning Entry: Why Am I Hiding
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Matt Hoffman, Director

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Graphic Arts Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Linda Kane, Art Director

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Promotion Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Leslie S. Lyndon, Writer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: An African American Homecoming
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: John Martin, Editor
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: An African American Homecoming
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Mable Miller, Videographer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: Chicago Emmy Awards, Your Vital Signs
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Roger Lee Miller, Director

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: Don Moseley
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Don Moseley, Writer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Recycling: The Case Against Garbage
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Harvey Moshman, Editor

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN-TV
Winning Entry: The 1990 Cubs Preview
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Craig Nowack, Writer
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Empty Arms
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Kiki Olivera, Writer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN-TV
Winning Entry: The 1990 Cubs Pre-Season
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Pam Pearson, Writer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN-TV
Winning Entry: Douglas Ryan Videotape Editor
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Douglas Ryan

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Emmet Wilson, Camera

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: The New Explorers
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Gary Wright, Editor
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10c
Category Name: Independent Producers
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Build Thyself a Church
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Mirko Papadic, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10c
Category Name: Independent Producers
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Why Am I Hiding
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Scott Silberstein, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 10c
Category Name: Independent Producers
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Eddie's Chaconne
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Diane Weyerman

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Public Service Campaign
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Project Environment
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Bill Kurtis, Reporter; Robert Harris, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Promotion
Winning Station: KSTP-TV
Winning Entry: Famous People
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Guy Grossman, Producer/Director
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Promotion
Winning Station: WBBM-TV
Winning Entry: Time & Place - WBBM 5:00 News Image Campaign
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Karen Clark, Creative Director/Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Promotion
Winning Station: WGN-TV
Winning Entry: The 1990 Cubs On WGN-TV
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Craig Nowack

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1990
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Promotion
Winning Station: WMAQ-TV
Winning Entry: 10 O'Clock News Promotion
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Greg Stephan, Producer; Joyce Dunbar, Producer; David Maher, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 1a
Category Name: Investigative Reporting
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Pension Fun
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Jim Williams, Reporter; Melissa Rose, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 1a
Category Name: Investigative Reporting
Winning Station: WCCO
Winning Entry: Secret Crimes
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 5
Winning Entrant Names: Steve Eckert, Reporter; Patrick Weiland, Producer; Kacey Rasmussen, Producer; Julie Kramer, Producer; Peter Molenda, Photographer-Editor
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 1b
Category Name: Spot Coverage
Winning Station: WTMJ
Winning Entry: Rescue Gone Wrong
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Owen May, Reporter; Steve Boettcher, Photojournalist

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 1c
Category Name: Features
Winning Station: KSTP
Winning Entry: Hart of The City
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Steve Hartman, Reporter

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 1d
Category Name: Features
Winning Station: WCCO
Winning Entry: The Iron Crib
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Don Shelby, Reporter; Pat Weiland, Producer; Bob Cowan, Photojournalist

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 2a
Category Name: Planned Coverage of a Single Event
Winning Station: WCCO
Winning Entry: The War In The Gulf: An American Storm
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Ann Williams, Executive Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 3a
Category Name: Documentary Of Current Significance
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: It Sounds Like A Freight Train
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Tom Skilling, Reporter; Phil Burdick, Producer; Jim Disch, Executive Producer
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 3b
Category Name: Documentary Of Current Significance
Winning Station: KTCA
Winning Entry: KMOJ: Heart and Soul
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4
Winning Entrant Names: Emily Goldberg, Producer; Carrie Maloney, Segment Producer; Ruth Mason, Segment Producer; Gerald Richman, Executive in Charge

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 3b
Category Name: Document Of Current Significance
Winning Station: KTCA
Winning Entry: Not Quite American: Bill Holm Of Minnesota
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: John Whitehead, Producer; James Steinbach, Executive Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 4a
Category Name: Public Affairs Series
Winning Station: WEHS
Winning Entry: Celebration 91
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4
Winning Entrant Names: Renee Genova, Producer; Anne Wendell, Producer; Fred Weintraub, Producer; Anne Wendell, Host

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 4b
Category Name: Single Public Affairs Program
Winning Station: KSTP
Winning Entry: Eye to Eye
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Teri McCormick, Executive Producer; Tim Jones, Associate Producer, Editor

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 4c
Category Name: Conversation Program Series
Winning Station: Milwaukee Public Television
Winning Entry: Smith and Company: Bah Humbug
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Frederica Rung, Producer; Joe Smith, Host
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 4c
Category Name: Conversation Program Series
Winning Station: Sports Channel
Winning Entry: The Sportswritings on TV
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: John Roach, Producer; Bob Albrecht, Producer; Ben Bentley, Moderator

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 4d
Category Name: Magazine Program Series
Winning Station: KTCA
Winning Entry: Arts on 2
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Rebecca Lawrence, Producer; Rick Hauser, Executive Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 4d
Category Name: Magazine Program Series
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Wild Chicago
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Ben Hollis, Producer/Host

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 5a
Category Name: Series
Winning Station: Tri Marq Communications, Inc.
Winning Entry: High Top Tower
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4
Winning Entrant Names: James Culhane; Christopher Johnson; Terry Fencl, Fox 32

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 5b
Category Name: Single Program
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Image Union Special
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Jamie Ceaser, Producer; Guillermo Perez, Producer
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 6a
Category Name: Non-News Programming 30 Minutes or More In Length
Winning Station: Continental Cablevision and Women In Cable
Winning Entry: The Ninth Annual Chicagoland Cable Awards
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Elizabeth Braham, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 6a
Category Name: Non-News Programming 30 Minutes or More In Length
Winning Station: KTCA
Winning Entry: Television and Democracy
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Jayne Solinger, Producer; Bill Hanley, Executive Producer; Brendan Henehan, Conference Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 6a
Category Name: Non-News Programming 30 Minutes or More In Length
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: You Deserve…With Les Brown
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: John R. Wilson, Producer; Thea Flaum, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 7a
Category Name: Single Program
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: 1991 Illinois Young Performers Competition
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Jane Kaplan, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 7a
Category Name: Single Program
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Ballet Chicago
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Fawn Ring, Producer
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 7b
Category Name: Series
Winning Station: WSNS
Winning Entry: Estudio 44
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Rick Vento, Producer; Armando Perez Y Martinez, Host

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 8a
Category Name: Live or Unedited Coverage of Sporting Events, Single Programs or Series
Winning Station: Kost Broadcast Sales
Winning Entry: IHSA Boys AA Tournament Championship
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Jim O'Boyle, Executive Producer; Jeff Davis

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 8a
Category Name: Live or Unedited Coverage of Sporting Events, Single Programs or Series
Winning Station: SportsChannel
Winning Entry: The Bulls, White Sox and Blackhawks on SportsChannel
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 11
Winning Entrant Names: Steve Corman, Executive Producer; John Tuohey, Executive Producer; Jim Angio, Producer; Tim Sutton, Producer; Lisa Seltzer, Producer; Jim Durham, Announcer; Johnny Kerr, Announcers; Ken Harrelson, Announcer; Tom Paciorek, Announcer; Pat Foley, Announcer; Dale Tallon, Announcer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 8a
Category Name: Live or Unedited Coverage of Sporting Events, Single Programs or Series
Winning Station: WSNS
Winning Entry: Chicago Golden Gloves Boxing Championships
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 5
Winning Entrant Names: Raul Rios, Producer; Kevin Reynolds, Producer; Marissa Quiles, Producer; Armando Perez Y Martinez, Host; Arturo Montemayor, Host
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 8a
Category Name: Live or Unedited Coverage of Sporting Events, Single Programs or Series
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Baseball on WGN: The Cubs and White Sox
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4
Winning Entrant Names: Arne Harris, Producer/Director Cubs; Skip Ellison, Producer/Director White Sox; Bill Borson, Coordinating Producer; Jim Zerwekh, Executive Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 8a
Category Name: Live or Unedited Coverage of Sporting Events, Single Programs or Series
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Chicago Bulls Basketball
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4
Winning Entrant Names: Arne Harris, Producer/Director; Skip Ellison, Producer/Director; Bill Borson, Coordinating Producer; Jim Zerwekh, Executive Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 8b
Category Name: Series Covering Sports Events
Winning Station: KSTP
Winning Entry: Sunday Sports Wrap
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Gary Schulzetenberg, Producer; Joe Schmit, Host

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 8c
Category Name: Single Program Covering Sports or Based on a Sports Theme
Winning Station: WBBM
Winning Entry: The Big Money Game
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Scott Craig, Producer; Laurie Rackas, Producer; Walter Jacobson, Host
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 8c
Category Name: Single Program Covering Sports or Based on a Sports Theme
Winning Station: WMAQ
Winning Entry: All Star Memories
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Bob Sirott, Host; Scott Hooker, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 8c
Category Name: Single Program Covering Sports or Based on a Sports Theme
Winning Station: KSTP
Winning Entry: Eyewitness To The Open
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Gary Schulzenberg, Producer; Joe Schmit, Host

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 9a
Category Name: Commentary
Winning Station: WFLD
Winning Entry: Week In Review
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Jack Conaty, Commentator

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 9a
Category Name: Commentary
Winning Station: WBBM
Winning Entry: Perspective
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Walter Jacobson, Commentator

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Public Service Announcements
Winning Station: Tribune Broadcasting Company, Chicago
Winning Entry: Let Your Kids Read To You
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: James Ellis, Executive Producer; John Allison, Writer/Producer
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 10a
Category Name: Public Service Announcements
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Making The Grade Minutes
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Shelley Spencer, Producer; Katrina Sarson, Producer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Promotion
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Bozo Knows
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Pam Pearson; Ron Lazeretti; Jim Osborne

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Promotion
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: We Know Chicago
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 4
Winning Entrant Names: Doug Ryan; Nancy Burns; Terry Fryer; Rick Thompson

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Promotion
Winning Station: KSTP
Winning Entry: News Around The Clock
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Blake R. Mills, Producer/Editor

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 10b
Category Name: Promotion
Winning Station: WBBM
Winning Entry: Steve And Johnny "Water"
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Karen Clark, Producer
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Baseball Play-by-Play
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Harry Caray

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WBBM
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: John D. Drummond

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: White Sox Baseball Play-By-Play
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Ken Harrelson

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: KSTP
Winning Entry: Hart of The Cities
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Steve Hartman

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WBBM
Winning Entry: Woman and Cancer: New Breakthroughs
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Linda MacLennan
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: White Sox Color
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Tom Paciorek

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Mother's Day When Mother's Gone
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Allison Payne

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: The House That Jane Built
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Kathy Santen

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WMAQ
Winning Entry: One More Thing
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Bob Sirott

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Baseball Color
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Steve Stone
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11a
Category Name: Performers Who Appear on Camera
Winning Station: WISN
Winning Entry: Action 12
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Kent Wainscott

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: KTCA
Winning Entry: The Minnesota Regiments
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Bernie Beaudry, Audio

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: KSTP
Winning Entry: Kuwait: It's People, It's Future
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Denny Behr, Camera

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Randall K. Blakey, Camera

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WMVS/WTMJ
Winning Entry: Rural Poor-Rural Proud
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Steve Boettcher, Producer/Photographer/Editor
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Nancy C. Burns, Editing

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: At Last
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 3
Winning Entrant Names: Steven A. Casey; Dimitrios Tianis; Scott Jones

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Clown About Town
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Craig Constantine, Director

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: IPA
Winning Entry: Uptown Sounds
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Denise DeClue, Writer; Robert Schneiger, Writer

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WCCO
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Randy Gackstetter, Graphic Design
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Donald Hall, Camera

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station:
Winning Entry: Fireworks Countdown
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Joseph Hunnewinkle, Art Direction

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: KTCA
Winning Entry: The Minnesota Regiments
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Robert Hutchings, Director of Photography

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: KSTP
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Tim Jones, Camera

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: KTCA
Winning Entry: Diary: Black Minnesotans
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Bob Jorissen, Editing
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Linda Kane, Art Director

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: Frankenberry, Laughlin & Constable, Inc.
Winning Entry: Hang Tough Milwaukee
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Richard Kohnke, Art Director

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: Aaron Freeman Productions
Winning Entry: Do What You Love
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Rob Kolson, Music; Wade Hubbard, Music

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: KTCA-TV
Winning Entry: KMOJ: Heart and Soul
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Jerry Laskso, Editing; Bob Perkerwicz, Editing

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Michael Lowenstein, Set Design
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Mike Lorentz, Director

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Jim Mancini, Audio

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Andy Mitran, Music

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Wildvision
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Harvey Moshman, Technical Achievement; David Seman, Technical Achievement

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Harvey Moshman, Editing
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Craig Nowack, Writing

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WGN
Winning Entry: 1991 Cubs Preview
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 2
Winning Entrant Names: Craig Nowack, Directing; Doug Ryan, Directing

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: KTCA
Winning Entry: Showcase: Music of the Americans
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: J. Thomas Price, Lighting

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: RYP Filmworks Ltd.
Winning Entry: Hang Tough
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Bob Purman, Camera

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: RYP Filmworks Ltd.
Winning Entry: Hang Tough
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Bob Purman, Directing; Film
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: IPA
Winning Entry: Uptown Sounds
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Robert Schneiger, Directing: Post Production

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WBBM
Winning Entry: Mean Streets Diary, Parts 1&2
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Deborah M. Segal, Editing

Chicago/Midwest Emmy Year: 1991
Category Number: 11b
Category Name: Non-Performing
Winning Station: WTTW
Winning Entry: Composite
Winning Number of Entrant Names: 1
Winning Entrant Names: Tom Siegel, Editor